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1 Summary
This report describes the Forres GSI3D model which was built as part of the BGS research
programme on Quaternary Mapping and Modelling in the north of Scotland. The Forres model
encompasses part of the River Findhorn catchment which has been affected by severe flooding in
recent years. The model was constructed as a basis for the development of groundwater flow
models to provide information in respect to potential groundwater flooding in the Forres area.

2 Modelled volume, purpose and scale
The Forres GSI3D model was constructed to represent the superficial geology of the area
highlighted in Figure 1. The superficial deposits model provides a calculated model framework
for Zoom ground water modelling in relation to alleviating and preventing the threat of flooding
in the River Findhorn catchment area, (MacDonald et al., 2008; Vounaki et al., 2011).
The model is suitable for scales around 1:10 000 or a lower resolution, down to a depth of -50m
OD.

Figure 1: Map of the Forres model area.
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3 Modelled surfaces/volumes
The Generalise Vertical Section (GVS) for the Forres model identifies 37 geological units in the
model area, with further 7 lenses identified within the modelled units. The GVS was developed
from lithostratigraphic units recorded on a new digital 1:10 000 scale superficial map produced
following resurvey of the area from 2008-2011.
Three generic bedrock units, sandstone, metamorphic rock and conglomerate were also included
in the model. The use of simple bedrock representation allows this superficial deposits model to
be incorporated within a larger regional model in which similar generic lithological names for
bedrock units were used.

Table 1: GVS showing modelled units for the Forres area.
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4 Modelled faults
No faults were included in the model. The faulted conglomerate unit is drawn as a continuous,
but stepped unit. No fault objects are modelled.

5 Model datasets
The data used to develop the Forres model is described below. Some general caveats regarding
BGS datasets and interpretations are:
• Geological observations and interpretations are made according to the prevailing
understanding of the subject at the time. The quality of such observations and interpretations
may be affected by the availability of new data, by subsequent advances in knowledge,
improved methods of interpretation, improved databases and modelling software, and better
access to sampling locations.
• Raw data may have been transcribed from analogue to digital format, or may have been
acquired by means of automated measuring techniques. Although such processes are
subjected to quality control to ensure reliability where possible, some raw data may have
been processed without human intervention and may in consequence contain undetected
errors.

5.1

RAW DATA

Raw data used to develop the Forres model include the digital terrain model, borehole data,
digital geological map shapefiles, and records of exposures and trial pits. The file locations of the
data used are given in Appendix 1.Digital Terrain Model (DTM) data
The DTM used for the Forres model is the NEXTMap® Digital Elevation Model (exported from
the BGS data portal). Originally the DTM was imported at 10 m resolution from the data portal
but problems were incurred possibly due to the file size being too large. The resolution was
decreased to 25 m and the area of the DTM extended beyond the model area in each direction
but was later clipped in GSI3D before computing volumes.
The Rock Head Elevation Model (RHEM) grid was also imported from the data portal and
similar issues to the DTM occurred. Again the resolution was decreased to 25 m.
Data (Boreholes)
Borehole data were entered into the BGS corporate database, BGS Borehole Geology according
to the project GVS. The borehole information was extracted via the Data Portal (10/07/2009) for
the model area using interpreter ‘ECAL’ and in total there were 392 boreholes and trial pits.
Boreholes were generally hung according to the DTM used, however where the DTM was
affected by artefacts, e.g. trees, the boreholes were aligned with the contour values.
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Figure 2: Location of boreholes (including field points and trial pits)
Data (Field Information/Points)
Field data points providing information on the deposits and their thickness were compiled into
Excel tables and converted into ‘.bid’ and ‘.blg’ files for use in the modelling. Two different
sources of field data were used: 1) information from old geological fieldslips and maps (Table 2)
and, 2) map face notes and field observations from the recent field survey compiled from
SIGMA mapping projects (Table 3).
Data (Geological)
Superficial, artificial and landform polygons were provided by the field geologists who had
undertaken mapping in this area between 2008 and 2011. These files were provided as 3D
shapefiles for use in GSI3D by CartoGIS. To convert a 2D-shapefile to a 3D-shapefile, software
from the web was used and was imported into an Arc GIS project, converted and resaved.
Data (rasters and shapefiles)
Topographic maps at 1:10 000, 1:25 000 and 1:50 000 scales were extracted for the project area.
3D contours for the area are available as a shapefile but had to be converted into 2D using ARC,
the same process for converting the geological linework.
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Table 2: Field points shown as a bid file for use in GSI3D
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Table 3: Field points shown as a blg file for use in GSI3D
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Additional Data
Five cross sections from MacDonald et al. (2007), constructed to assess lithological variation
within part of the study region, were examined prior to modelling (an example section is
provided in Figure 3). Four of these sections were imported as jpeg images into the modelling
project to help guide cross-section construction.
Faults within the cross-sections have been interpreted from the district geologist’s field
observations and knowledge.

Figure 3: Pilmuir cross section extracted from MacDonald et al. (2007).

6 Dataset integration
All data were brought together in the GSI3D modelling software where it can be viewed and
interrogated in 2D and 3D.

7 Model development log
In total 49 cross sections were constructed within the Forres GSI3D model (Figure 3); 19
sections trended north-east to south-west and 21 trended north-west to south-east. Five helper
sections were constructed to address particular issues, such as a lack of data or to constrain a
geological unit.
Detailed model development log is included in Appendix 1.
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Figure 4: Location of cross sections drawn for 3D model

8 Model workflow
The methodology for construction of models in GSI3D is described in detail by Kessler et al.
(2008; http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/3737/1/OR08001.pdf). It principally involves construction of crosssections between the best quality borehole data, (Figure 5), followed by envelope construction
around the limits of the geological units.
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Figure 5: Cross sections shown in 3D window of GSI3D, looking to the north. Sections have a
five times vertical exaggeration.

9 Model assumptions and limitations
• Best endeavours (quality checking procedures) were employed to minimise data entry
errors but given the diversity and volume of data used, it is anticipated that occasional
erroneous entries will still be present (e.g. borehole location).
• The model does not reflect the full complexity of the superficial deposits geology. In
reality, surfaces have been subjected to more glacitectonic deformation than is
represented in the model.
• The NEXTMap® Digital Elevation Model may contain artefacts such as trees or artificial
structures such as pylons. If any of these artefacts were found during the modelling then
the effects of these were minimised in the model as much as possible.
• The start heights of boreholes used might differ significantly from the NEXTMap® Digital
Elevation Model. When modelling, these differences were taken account of by assessing
the year the borehole was drilled and assessing the location of the borehole against other
data such as historical maps. Therefore the modeller used their own judgment in some
areas if the stratigraphy in the borehole did not match the modern day topography and
changes in the subsurface (quarrying, landfill etc).
• The thin nature of some superficial deposits means that these units are poorly shown in
visualisations of the 3D model (e.g. in the Lithoframe Viewer 3D window). A substantial
number of additional cross-sections (‘helper sections’) are needed to improve the
calculation of thin deposits.
• The heights of raised marine deposits resulting from past sea-level changes were assumed.
11

• There was a lack of borehole information in the west part of the model, thus this part of the
model is heavily reliant on mapping.

10 Model images

Figure 6: Geological units as seen in 3D window, vertical exaggeration x 5

Figure 7: Exploded geological units as seen in 3D window, vertical exaggeration x 5
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Appendix 1
Data Preparation for Forres GSI3D Superficial Model
All raw data files are stored in the folder:
W:\Teams\QES\QMMP\Data\MorayNessBasin_Data\Data\MorayNessRegion\GSi3D\ForessLocalModelBaselineData
GVS file:
ForessLocalModelBaselineData \MorayNess_gvs_V9.gvs
Legend file:
ForessLocalModelBaselineData \MorayNess_legend_V3.gleg
File created and colours/textures based on Clyde modelling work.
Extra geological units were added, used on the new digital 10k superficial map of the area and
checked all units in the GVS are represented in the legend file.
The BGS rgb colours were taken from new superficial map into the legend. This was achieved
by opening layerfile of superficial polygons in GIS project, double click on box showing the
colour of a particular unit in the key at the side, in a new window where you would change the
colour of a unit click to get the pull-down menu of standard colours and then click on ‘more
colours’, current rgb values will be listed here, copy rgb values into the legend file.
Bid file:
Made up of two parts: borehole information entered into SOBI (interpreter code ECAL) and field
information (collected by mapping geologists and recorded in MIDAS + notes recorded from old
geological field slips and maps).
i) Borehole information. This was exported from SOBI via the Data Portal (intranet) for the
area to be modelled (selecting: ‘sobi-NextMap-CEH’ for start height information,
‘ECAL x3 as BOGE author and ‘all boreholes’ from BOGE) creates a .bid and a .blg
file for the 492 boreholes.
ii)

ii) Field information: original data held in an Excel table with 3 sheets of information
(sheet 1: info from old geological field slips and maps, sheet 2: map face notes from
MIDAS from mapping geologists, sheet 3: bedrock information (not relevant for this
model). Sheets 1 and 2 collated into a single sheet in a new excel table. This was
double checked and once approved that interpreted codes were correct these were
given a map number e.g. NJ05NW to any entries that didn’t have an unique number
(i.e. those with single numbers). All codes in upper case (they wouldn’t colour up in
GSI3D in lower case because colours taken from legend file and all codes in upper
case in there). This sheet was then split into two, separating data for a .bid file and a
.blg file. Bid file requires a list of unique numbers plus x, y, z values. Only x and y
values were extracted from MIDAS, z values needed to be found. Z values were
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generated automatically by GIS team (created 3d-shapefile of points in Arc using
dtm, and exported values as a dbf file, which could then be opened in excel). Any
duplicate field point entries were deleted approximately150 field points.
iii) Added i) and ii) together to make whole .bid file, path show at top of this section
N.B. don’t have any symbols (e.g. ‘+’ or ‘,’) in file names
Blg file:
similar to above
Note that need separate row for each geological unit when recording downhole information.
GSI3D uses the base of each unit, so if data is recorded as a sequence of thicknesses these must
be converted to depths below the top of the section.
DTM, surface grid:
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\From
Forres_NEXTMAP_DTM_25m.asc

Data

Portal

(10thJuly'09)\

NextMap dtm; tried exporting 10m dtm from Data Portal (Intranet), but problems downloading
(probably too big a file and system couldn’t cope), Clyde project uses 25m or 50m resolution. So
currently using 25m resolution which imports okay. Note that the dtm extends beyond the model
area in each direction, clip in GSI3D before computing volumes.
RHEM, rockhead grid:
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\From
Forres_NEXTMAP_RHEM_25m.asc

Data

Portal

(10thJuly'09)\

As for dtm grid.

Geological linework:
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Geological linework\From Lesley Oliver\
Morayness_supd_2d.shp + Morayness_art_2d.shp + Morayness_landf_2d.shp
Need superficial, artificial and landform polygons/linework as shapefiles
Requested from the CartoGIS office
Note that the files need to be 2D-shapefiles not 3D-shapefiles as often received from the
CartoGIS office. Usually tell if this is the problem when trying to import the file into GSI3D and
you can’t see any of the attribution headings to choose ‘lexicon’.
To convert a 2D-shapefile to a 3D-shapefile software was ontained from the web, which was
imported into Arc GIS project, converted and resaved.
BGS RGB colours can be seen in the GIS project if you get a layer file of the polygons from the
CartoGIS office
Project area:
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ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Model area\Forres_model.shp
Shapefile exported from Arc
.Jpg’s:
i) Topographic maps.
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Topo maps\From Jenn\Forres_OS10kbw_2_(85%).jpg
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Topo maps\From Jenn\Forres_OS25k_(90%).jpg
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Topo maps\From Jenn\Forres_OS50k.jpg
1:10k(B&W and reduced resolution), 1:25k and 1:50k topo maps of model area were cropped to
project area. General/tourist map can be downloaded through the Data Portal when extracting
borehole information. N.B. all .jpg’s must have an associated world file for importing into
GSI3D, in .jpgw format not .jgw as comes out automatically from Arc. Keep file size under
20,000KB where possible otherwise GSI3D becomes very slow or falls over.
ii) Cross-sections.
ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Pilmuir Cross Sections\Pilmuir_sections_for_GSI3D\Use these
cropped 24bit rgb rasters for GSI3D\simplified_Xsection_A_(cropped).jpg
Single image of 5 cross-sections were taken from the BGS Pilmuir report for importing into
GSI3D. Sections were crop so there was a single section per image, then clipped exactly to their
limits. (In GSI3Dv2.6 top right and bottom left x,y,z values need to be known. In GSI3Dv3 draw
a new section line along the line of the jpg section (import a semi-transparent, georectified plan
view of the section lines, jpg) then right click on section, hover over ‘raster’ and click on ‘import
raster backdrop’ you need to know the z values and work out the length of the section (W)).
Images must be in ‘24 bit RGB’ format not ‘32 bit CMYK’ format. All these images were
converted into the correct format in Corel Photo-Paint.
iii) Air photos. Not used in this model, air photos already used to compile the current geological
linework.
Contour data:
W:\Teams\QES\QMMP\Data\MorayNessBasin_Data\Data\MorayNessRegion\GSi3D\ForessLocalModelBaselineData\Contours\Use these 2d-files in GSI3D
3d contour line data for the area was available as a 3D-shapefile. This was converted in Arc from
a 3D-shapefile into a 2D-shapefile as was also undertaken for the geological linework.
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